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ABSTRACT 
Suppose A, D,,. , D,, are n x n matrices where A is self-adjoint, and let 
X = ET=, D,ADz. It is shown that if ID, Dz =X.0,*0, = I, then the spectrum of X 
is majorized by the spectrum of A. In general, without assuming any condition on 
D,, , D,,, , a result is obtained in terms of weak majorization. If each D, is a diagonal 
matrix, then X is equal to the Schur (entrywise) product of A with a positive 
semidefinite matrix. Thus the results are applicable to spectra of Schur products of 
positive semidefinite matrices. If A, B are self-adjoint with B positive semidefinite 
and if b,, = 1 for each i, it follows that the spectrum of the Schur product of A and B 
is majorized by that of A. A stronger version of a conjecture due to Marshall and 
Olkin is also proved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A, Dir..., D, be n x n matrices such that A is self-adjoint, and let 
X = CT_1 D,AD;. In this paper we are first concerned with the relationship 
between the spectrum of A and that of X. Under the condition that 
CD,D; = CD,*D, = I, we show that the spectrum of X is majorized by the 
spectrum of A (Theorem 1). In general, without assuming any condition on 
D l,. . . , D,, we obtain a result in terms of weak majorization (Theorem 2). 
Note that if each D, is a diagonal matrix, then X is equal to the Schur 
product of A with a positive semidefinite matrix. Thus the results are 
applicable to spectra of Schur products of positive semidefinite matrices. For 
example, it is shown (see Corollary 2) that if A and B are self-adjoint with B 
positive semidefinite and if bii = 1 for each i, then the spectrum of the Schur 
product A 0 B [ = ((aijbij))] is majorized by the spectrum of A. If B is taken 
to be the identity matrix, this specializes to the celebrated result of Schur that 
the spectrum of a self-adjoint matrix majorizes its diagonal elements. We also 
prove a stronger version of the following conjecture due to Marshall and Olkin 
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[2]: If A and B are positive semidefinite, then n:=, X i( A 0 B) 2 
ll;=‘=,&(A)&(B), k = l,..., n, where X,(A) denotes the ith largest eigen- 
value of A. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The symbols A, B, D, X, etc. will denote n X n complex matrices. The 
notation A >, 0 will be used to indicate that A is a positive semidefinite 
matrix; when we wish to indicate that the entries ai j of the matrix are all 
nonnegative, we shall explicitly do so. Lowercase letters of the same alphabet 
will be used for the entries of a matrix; thus A = ((ajj)). The symbols A*, At, 
and A will denote, respectively, the adjoint (or conjugate transpose), the 
transpose, and the conjugate of A; thus, for example, (A*)’ = x The symbol 
A 0 B will denote the Schur (or Hadamard) product of A and B, i.e., the 
matrix with (i, j) entry a, jbi j. The symbol Z will always denote the identity 
matrix. 
The symbols (Y, p, p, K, etc. will denote vectors in C “, which will always 
be thought of as column (or n x 1) vectors; the ith entry of the vector OL will 
be denoted by q. The notation (Y >, 0 will mean q > 0 for each i. As for 
matrices, the symbol (Y 0 /3 will denote the vector (a,Pi,. . . , CY,&)~. For 
CYE R”, we shall let (~,r) ,..., arnl denote the coordinates of (Y, arranged in 
decreasing order of magnitude: olrl > . . . >, a,,]. Also, we shall write a! J = 
(a[,]>...>a[,])‘. 
If (Y E C “, we shall let A(a) denote the diagonal matrix with (i, i) entry 
(Y~. Dually, if A is any matrix, we shall let diag(A) denote the vector 
of diagonal entries of A: diag(A) = (a,,, . . . , a,,“)‘. For a self-adjoint (or 
Hermitian) matrix A, we shall write X(A)=(X,(A),...,A,(A))‘, where 
h,(A)> . . . 2 X J A) is an enumeration, counting multiplicities, of the eigen- 
values of A, in decreasing order. 
If (Y, p E R”, we say /I is majorized by CX, denoted (Y > /3 or /_I < LY, if 
i=l i=l 
and 
it P[i] = i "[il. 
i=l i=l 
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For (Y, p in R”, we shall say p is weakly majorized by (Y, denoted by 
p<,a, if 
It is well known [2, pp. 11-121 that /? < (Y if and only if there exists a 
doubly stochastic matrix M such that /3 = MLY. We shall later need the 
following well-known assertion, which is a consequence of the Schur concav- 
ity of the product [2, p. 721: If (Y, p E R”, (Y > 0, /3 > 0, and if /3 + OL, then for 
k=l,...,n, 
3. RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. lf P and Q are n x n matrices, and a E C “, then 
(2) 
In particular, diag( PQ) is the vector of row sums of P 0 Qt. 
Proof. The first assertion is a routine computation; the second is the 
specialization of (2) to the case where (Y~ = 1 for all i. n 
THEOREM 1. Let A, D,, . . . . D,,, be n X n matrices such that A is self- 
adjoint and CT!:=,D,*D, = C~==,D,D,* = I. Zf X = Cr==,D,AD$, then 
X(X)x X(A). 
Proof. After conjugating by a suitable unitary matrix, if necessary, we 
may (and do) assume that X is a diagonal matrix. Next, pick a unitary matrix 
U such that A = VA(X( A))U *, to get 
X = 2 D&IA(A(A))U*Dz. 
k=l 
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Observe that replacing D, by D&J changes neither the hypothesis nor the 
conclusion of the theorem. Thus, we may assume, without loss of generality, 
that X = A(A(X)) and A = A(X(A)). So we have the equation 
A(x(X))= E DkA(X(A))D& 
k=l 
Equating the diagonal entries of the two sides of this equation, we get, by 
Lemma 1, 
x(x> = 5 (D, o D:~)A(A). 
k=l 
Let M = Cr= i( D, 0 Dct); it suffices, then, to prove that M is doubly stochas- 
tic. To see this, observe first that M is a matrix with nonnegative coefficients. 
Next, by the second half of Lemma 1, note that the vector of row sums of M 
is exactly diag(Cz= iDkD$) = (1,. . . , l)t. Similarly, the assumption CT= i DtD, 
= Z implies that every column sum of M is unity. n 
The following consequence, the statement of which we shall mainly be 
utilizing in the sequel, is immediate. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf A, D1,..., D,,, are n x n matrices such that (i) A is 
selfadjoint, (ii) each D, is normal, and (iii) cr=:=,D,*D, = I, then 
REMARKS. 
(i) An examination of the proof of Theorem 1 reveals that the theorem is 
valid under the more general assumption that A is normal, with the under- 
standing that for complex vectors (Y and fi, p -C (Y is to be interpreted as 
fi = Ma for some doubly stochastic matrix M. The proof must be slightly 
modified in that after initially conjugating by a suitable unitary matrix we 
would assume that X is lower triangular, rather than diagonal. 
(ii) If p -C (Y, it follows that p has an expression p = C, E s,BOP,cy, where 
@,>&C,,s “19, = 1, and P, is the permutation matrix corresponding to u. So 
Theorem 1 should be thought of as saying the vector of eigenvalues of an 
“operator convex combination” of A is a convex combination of permutations 
of the vector of eigenvalues of A. 
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(iii) If D, = m - ‘j2Uk, where the tJ,‘s are unitary, we recapture the 
known result (see, for example, [5, p. 4071) 
(iv) Let A = ((Aij)) be a representation of A in block form (1~ i, j < m), 
with square diagonal blocks. For 1 Q k < m, let D, be the matrix obtained 
from A on replacing A,, by an identity matrix and on replacing Aij by a 
zero matrix for each (i, j)# (k, k). ‘I% en the following known result of Ky 
Fan [l] emerges: h(diag( A ir, . . . , A,,,,,,)) < h(A). This statement, together 
with an appeal to the inequality (1) for the case k = 1, yields the Hadamard- 
Fischer inequality: 
fidetA,,adetA 
i=l 
Of course, when the blocks are all of size 1 X 1, Ky Fan’s result (above) and 
the subsequent remark specialize to diag(A) < A(A) (a well-known result of 
Schur [4]) and the Hadamard inequality, respectively. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A and B be n X n matrices such that A is self- 
adjoint, B > 0, and b,, = b,, = . . . = b,, = 1. Then A(A 0 B) -C X(A). 
Proof Since B >, 0, there exist vectors n(l), . . . , dn) in C n such that 
bij = (o(i), W o ) for all i, j. The assumption on the bii’s translates into 
]]o(‘)]] = 1 for each i. 
If v(i), (vi”, . . . , v:))~, let 
D,=A((v~“,...,v~))~), for k=1,2 ,..., n. 
The assumption ]]v(‘)]] = 1 for each i then translates into C;=, DZD, = I. 
Also, routine computation reveals that C;=, DZAD, = A 0 B. An appeal to 
Corollary 1 completes the proof. W 
Next, we want to see how Theorem 1 can be strengthened, if the 
somewhat strong restriction CT=:=, D,*D, = CT=:=, D Dz = Z is to be relaxed. 
First, however, a technical lemma will be established. 
LEMMAS. Let a E R”, a >, 0. Let M be an n X n matrix with nonnega- 
tive coefficients, and let p = Ma. Let p = (pl ,..., p,)’ and K = (K~,. .., K,)t 
denote the vectors of row and column sums of M, respectively, i.e., pi = 
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cy= 1 mi j and K j = cy= i mij. suppose 6 E R” is such that p < u) 6 and K -C w 6 
[firexample, 6 may bedefined by 6i=m~(pI,1,~Lil)]. I’hen/?<,al 06,. 
Proof. Choose permutations u and r such that LY = P,cu L and p = P,p L. 
Then P,/l 1 = MPOaL, and so /3 I = (P,-lMP,,)a L, Since the row-sum and 
column-sum vectors of P,- 1 MP,, are permutations of those of M, and since the 
notion of weak majorization is invariant under permutations, we may (and do) 
assume that LY=(Y& and /3=pI. 
We are given that fii = C;= 1 mijaj, and we have to prove that, for 
1~ k < n, C:=, pi G Cf_lairS,il. Fix a k (1 G k G n). Then 
2 pi = i i mjjaj = (xCk), a), 
i=l i=l j-1 
(4 
where xck) = C:= i mi j. 
I 
ASSERTION (a). x(~)<JS~~~ ,... 6,,,,0 ,..., 0)“. 
Proof of Assertion (a). To prove this assertion, we must show that for 
l<p<n, 
Let u be a permutation such that x[;) = XL’;& for 1~ 2 < n. Then, 
5 xtl;‘= 5 i mio([)* 
I=1 l=l i=l 
If ldp<k,then 
i p xi:;< C f: mio(l) (since mij > 0) 
l-l 1=1 i=l 
= I5 KG(l) 
I=1 
P 
( c 6,117 since K<,& 
l=l 
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This completes the proof of Assertion (a). 
ASSERTION (b). Zfx<,yandif y=ys 20, then 
Proof of Assertion (b): Since y = y 1 > 0, there exist constants ci > 0 such 
that y = Cy= lci~(i), where 
i 
t 
,(i) = 1 )...) l,o ,..., 0 . 
Hence 
n 
(x, y) = c Ci(X, E(i)) 
i=l 
d C ci(Y I, E(i))> since ci > 0 and x+,y* 
i=l 
Coming back to the proof of the lemma, recall that, by (4), for 1~ k < n, 
5 pi = (X(k), a). 
i=l 
Since “‘k’+W(6[1] ,..., 6[k],O ,..., 0)’ by Assertion (a), an application of Asser- 
tion(b)with X=X(~), y=(6[l] ,...) 6[k],O )..., O)‘, and y=cu yields 
i Pi G (Y, a) = 2 “is[il’ 
i=l i=l 
thereby completing the proof of the lemma. n 
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THEOREM 2. Let A, D,,. . . , D,,, be n x n matrices such that A > 0. Let 
6 E R” be such that X(Xr= 1 DcDk) < w 8, X(Cp= 1 D,D$) < 1. 6; as in Lemma 
2, one possible choice of 6 is given by 
&=max Xi C D,D, 
[ (,, * )JJ ;,DkD# 
Then, 
Proof. Let X = CT= r D,AD, . * Pick unitary matrices U and V such that 
UXU* = A(A(X)) and V*AV= A(X(A)). Then we have 
A@(X))= 5 (UD,V)A(h(A))(V*D$U*). 
k=l 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, using Lemma 1, we conclude that 
E (UD,V)o (UD,V) A(A). 
k=l 1 
Letting M denote the matrix cTS=l(UDkV) o( UD,v), we see, again using the 
second assertion of Lemma 1, that if p denotes the vector of row sums of M, 
then 
p=diag 2 UDkW*DzU* 
k=l 
=diagU since V is unitary. 
Since diag(T) -C X(T) for any self-adjoint T, and since the unitarity of U 
ensures that A(UTU*) = X(T) for any T, we conclude that 
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Similarly if K denotes the vector of column sums of M, one can show that 
Finally, it is clear that the entries of M are nonnegative. Since A > 0, we 
have verified all the conditions of Lemma 2 with (Y = A(A) and M and 8 as 
above, and may hence conclude that A(X) < w h(A) 0 8 L. n 
Notice the obvious fact that Theorem 2 is a strengthening of Theorem 1, 
since, in that case, we could choose 6, = 1 for all i. It would follow at once 
from Theorem 2 that X(X) < w h(A). The assumption xD,*D, = Z ensures 
that trace(X) = trace(A), and so we conclude that h(X) + X(A). 
We want, next, to apply Theorem 2 to Schur products as we applied 
Theorem 1 in Corollary 2. The second assertion of the next theorem settles a 
conjecture raised by Marshall and Olkin [2, p. 2581. 
THEOREMS. LetA>O, B>O, aruZZet/?=(diag(B))J. Then 
(i) X(,A o B) x w h(A); P, 
(ii) ivkhi(AoB)> tvkXi(A)Pi> fihi(A)Xi(B), I<k< n. 
i=k 
Proof. (i): As in the proof of Corollary 2, pick vectors u(i), . . . , d”) in Q= n 
such that bij = (0 (i), @), and for 1~ k < n, define the diagonal matrix 
D, = A(( vk?, . . . , up))“). Observe then that each D, is normal and that 
z;=iDkAD$ = A 0 B, while c;=,D,*D, = E;+DkD{ = A((b,,, . . . , b,,)t), 
and so X(CF,,D,fD,)= h(E~=lDkD~)= /3, by definition of /3. An appeal to 
Theorem 2 now clinches the issue. 
(ii): Since diag( B) < X(B), it follows from the inequality (1) (see Section 1) 
that UIr==, pi > II:==, hi(B), and so it suffices to prove the first inequality in 
(ii). 
If some bii = 0, then fi,, = 0, and since A 0 B >, 0, the inequalities 
ny,, hi(A 0 B) > nyxkxi(A)& are clear. So assume bii > 0 for all i. Let B(l) 
and C be the matrices defined by 
b(f) = bij 
‘j ( biibjj)1’2 
and cij = (biibjj)1’2. 
It is clear that B(l), C 2 0 (B(l) is the Schur product of B with a rank-one 
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positive semidefinite matrix). It is equally clear that B = C 0 B(i). Since 
B(i) > 0 and diag B(l) = (1,. . . , l)t, an application of Corollary 2 yields 
It follows from the inequality (1) that, for 1~ k Q n, 
(5) 
However, it is easy to see that 
AoC=A(x)AA(x)*, 
where x = (Jb,,, . . . , 6)‘. 
With x as above, in view of (5), it suffices to show that for 1 G k < n, 
ifik’i(A(x)AA(x)*) a ifIk’i(AM. (6) 
However, X(A(r)A A(x)*)= X(A A(x)*A(x)), since A(XY)= X(YX) for arbi- 
trary square matrices X and Y. Since h( A(x)* A(x)) = j3, the inequality (6) is 
a special case of the following assertion: If U and V are positive semidefinite, 
then 
To prove the assertion, start with the known fact [2, p. 2471 that 
k-l k-l 
EI xi(uv) 6 ilJIl xi(“>xi(v>~ 
i=l 
and observe that 
= (det U)(detV) 
= ilfIlxioXi(v)~ 
(8) 
(9) 
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In case U and V are positive definite, we may divide (9) by (8) to conclude 
the validity of (7). Since the statement (7) is a “continuous statement” about 
U and V, we may, by approximating U and V by positive definite U, and V,, 
conclude that (7) is valid also for positive semidefinite U and V. n 
REMARK. The inequality (ii) specializes, when k = 1, to the inequality 
due to Oppenheim [3]: If A, B 2 0, then 
det( A 0 B) > (det A)b,,b,,,. . . , b,, > (det A)(det B). 
It has been conjectured by ChoIlet [Is there a permanental analogue to 
Oppenheim’s inequality?, Amer. Math. Monthly 84(l): 57-59 (1982)] that if 
A, B >, 0, then per(Ao B)g perAperB. 
We are tempted to formulate the following conjecture, which is stronger 
than Chollet’s conjecture in view of the known fact that for any B > 0, 
perB >, b,, . . . b,,: 
If A, B >, 0, is it true that per(A 0 B) < (perA)b,, . . . b,,? 
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